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MIKE NATTRASS
Requests your vote for

INDEPENDENCE FROM EUROPE
IN SOLIHULL CONSTITUENCY
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See our Policy at www.aipmep.co.uk
Tel: 07818 515151

Some change party for the sake of principles; others change principles for the sake of the party ... which are you?
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OUTOUT

Vote for MIKE NATTRASS
Party Leader

INDEPENDENCE FROM EUROPE

Look for the Logo and Vote
Dear Voter
In 1980 I established a Chartered Surveyor’s practice in the West 
Midlands, giving me experience in property, business development and finance issues.
I stood in the European Elections last year when our Party received close to quarter of 
a million English votes.

Please JOIN THE RESISTANCE! In 1997 I stood in Solihull for The Referendum 
Party. Later to become UKIP National Party Chairman, then it’s Deputy Leader. 
As your member of the European Parliament from 2004 to 2014 
I exposed aggressive bureaucracy from within the EU Parliament.

INDEPENDENCE FROM EUROPE says “UK Law must come from Westminster not 
Brussels. The EU’s failure to balance their books for 18 years shows either incompe-
tence or fraud.” EU’s President Barroso spoke the sad truth saying “This is the new 
European Empire into which you have pooled your Sovereignty.” EU Regulations stifle 
small businesses and forced privatisation of the Royal Mail.

Policy: Save £55 million per day, free us from over regulation and regulate our own 
borders. 2,674,000 immigrants entered the UK between 2004 - 2013. Our infrastructure 
cannot cope with more. Leave the EU and adopt an Australian style immigration policy.

Policy: Save £100 Billion. Scrap HS2 rail project (EU project code TEN-T)

Policy: Stop NHS privatisation and expensive private funding. Create competition 
between Health Regions and learn from those bringing success. Save NHS costs and 
mandatory medical insurance for foreign visitors.

Policy: To be effective the M6 relief road (M6 Toll) must be free of charge.

Policy: Ban the cruel transportation of animals for slaughter abroad. Stop slaughter of 
animals without stunning.

Policy: Enable the elderly to maintain independence in their own homes and improve 
care facilities. Fund this by cutting overseas aid to Countries with space programs 
and to “line pockets” etc. Look after our own before wasting cash abroad.
 

    See all our Policies on www.aipmep.org 
                  and vote for

                   “INDEPENDENCE FROM EUROPE”


